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The brand story

Everything that you’ve ever dreamed about the
Caribbean can be found in idyllic Tobago – a warm
welcome from friendly locals going the extra mile to
make you feel truly at home, secluded white sand
beaches lazily lapped by sky blue oceans, the distant
sound of music drifting on a warm tropical breeze,
breathtaking natural beauty and striking wildlife.
Tobago is the unspoilt, untouched Caribbean island where the undiscovered waits
around every corner. What may surprise you more, are the 101 unforgettable activities,
authentic experiences and thrilling adventures that take you beyond ordinary.
So, what are you waiting for – explore the extraordinary.
Tobago beyond.
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The brand story

Segments

Eco Adventure
& Nature

Local Culture,
People & Heritage

Sea & Beaches

Romance
& Weddings
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Master ad: Eco Adventure & Nature

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago
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Master ad: Sea & Beaches

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago
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Master ad: Local Culture, People & Heritage

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago
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Master ad: Romance & Weddings

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago
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Tone of voice

Tobago’s voice reflects the island’s relaxed, welcoming and
warm personality. We are always inviting, though never forceful;
we don’t use internet slang, but do use the island’s unique
dialect; we are proud, but never boastful; we have a laidback
mindset, but don’t have our head in the clouds.

Examples of how we speak:
We would say:
A bicycle is a great way for you to enjoy the trails through
Tobago’s naturally stunning rainforest
We would not say:
You should rent a bike and ride it through Tobago’s
unbelievably lush rainforest – one of the best in the world.

We would say:
Lime like a local at one of Pigeon Point’s many beach-front
bars – toast the sunset with a fruity rum cocktail or enjoy the
catch of the day cooked to order over hot coals.

We would say:
Tobago’s charms lie in its authenticity with many
locally-owned, family-run hotels offering a taste of true
Caribbean hospitality.

We would not say:
Give everyone back home serious FOMO by watching an
awe-inspiring sunset over a delicious rum cocktail or order
barbecued fish caught earlier that day in our crystal-clear
waters – at one of Pigeon Point’s many rustic bars.

We would not say:
When it comes to accommodation, Tobago has many
out-of-this-world options to delight every single tourist
– ranging from boarding houses to hotels.
Language: In all brand communications we use US English.
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Colors: Primary & Secondary

Eco Adventure
& Nature

Dark

C.39 M.0 Y.97 K.0

C.55 M.30 Y.40 K.95

R.178 G.203 B.29

R.16 G.26 B.24

Sea & Beaches
C.60 M.0 Y.1 K.0
R.92 G.197 B.240

Dark

Local Culture,
People & Heritage

Dark

Romance & Weddings

Dark

C.65 M.45 Y.20 K.90

C.0 M.55 Y.94 K.0

C.35 M.50 Y.40 K.95

C.7 M.67 Y.0 K.0

C.32 M.75 Y.20 K.93

R.19 G.27 B.39

R.241 G.136 B.25

R.32 G.20 B.18

R.226 G.116 B.171

R.40 G.6 B.21

Tobago Logo

Dark

Cool

Dark

Sundown

Dark

Glow

Dark

C.57 M.0 Y.10 K.0

C.94 M.62 Y.65 K.82

C.56 M.3 Y.32 K.0

C.32 M.75 Y.20 K.93

C.0 M.82 Y.92 K.0

C.23 M.65 Y.42 K.90

C.2 M.8 Y.91 K.10

C.45 M.42 Y.40 K.93

R.108 G.199 B.226

R.2 G.28 B.26

R.119 G.193 B.186

R.40 G.6 B.21

R.232 G.73 B.33

R.50 G.22 B.22

R.255 G.224 B.10

R.30 G.27 B.25
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Master Logo: Tobago logo blue

Large
The difference between these logos are the size of the ‘beyond’ in
comparison to the Tobago. The smaller the logo goes, the larger
the beyond needs to be (in comparison to the Tobago) to make it
legible. The large logo will be used when printed on billboards and
where it appears on large screens. This large logo can not be used
on anything that is not large scale.

Medium
This is the standard size, the one that will be used most commonly.
It will appear in most digital ads and printed media.

Small
The small logo is where the ‘beyond’ is at it’s biggest, and is for use on
small scale items such as small digital units, pens, other merchandise,
and on the website.
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Campaign Logos: Duo Brights and Mono Darks

The White text version is the main logo that we use in all
of the Tobago silhouettes, where the ‘Toba’ sits within the
silhouette head and the ‘go beyond ordinary’ outside it.
The Mono Dark or Mono White versions are for use when
the logo appears outside of the silhouette only.

Eco Adventure & Nature

Sea & Beaches

Local Culture, People & Heritage

Romance & Weddings

Duo Brights

Mono Darks
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Campaign and Master Logos: Black & White versions
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Master Logo: Beyond Don’ts

Below are the correct ways to use the logo. ‘Tobago’ split into
2 colors and the tag line ‘beyond’ or ‘beyond ordinary’ should
be the same color as the ‘go’, which will be either white or
the dark version of the primary color used for the ‘Toba’.
The exceptions to this are the fully white and dark versions.

DO NOT – EXAMPLES:

DO NOT:
- mix the colors
- warp the logo in anyway
- use dual colors incorrectly
- use a mono-colored logo that
isn’t white or dark
- separate the tag line from its
position underneath Tobago
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‘Tobago beyond’ or ‘beyond ordinary’?

‘Tobago beyond’ is the new brand logo for the island of Tobago.
Any item of advertising or collateral that uses ‘beyond ordinary’
also needs the master ‘Tobago beyond’ logo in the bottom right
hand corner. Meanwhile, ‘Tobago beyond ordinary’ is the campaign
we are running, so anything that has ‘beyond ordinary’ also needs
the master ‘Tobago beyond’ logo.
Bsuiness card – use of ‘Tobago beyond’

Louis E A Lewis
Chief Executive Officer
Tobago Tourism Agency Ltd
T. 1 868 612 8825
E. llewis@tobagotourism.org
unspoilt • untouched • undiscovered

Large OOH Space – use of ‘Tobago beyond ordinary’
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Master head silhouette: PSD & Vector

Master PSD

Master Vector
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Head silhouette: Segments

Eco Adventure & Nature

Sea & Beaches

Local Culture, People & Heritage

Romance & Weddings
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Head silhouettes: Extended versions

Examples where the extended silhouette
may be used: large digital banners,
either display advertising or websites,
and large scale printed posters.

Eco Adventure & Nature

Sea & Beaches

Local Culture, People & Heritage

Romance & Weddings

Plus where extended silhouette visual
might be used – e.g. large digital display
or print posters.
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Head silhouettes: Stamps

Larger stamps to be used, for example, as merchandise/giveaways.
The smaller versions to be used for the same purpose, though where
space doesn’t allow for the larger version to be used.
Eco Adventure & Nature

Sea & Beaches

Local Culture, People & Heritage

Romance & Weddings

Dimensions
Small stamps: 50mm
Large stamps: 90mm
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Logo placement in relation to the silhouette

‘Toba’ sits within the silhouette head, and the ‘go’ sits
outside of it.
Where this isn’t possible, the whole logo should sit away
from the silhouette.

Examples:
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Fonts

Headlines, sub-heads, body copy
14pt, 12pt leading

1. Logo type
2. Can be used sparingly for some key headlines, where the font size is
greater than 24 pt, to aid legibility

Azo Sans

Gizmo Regular

Light

Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
Medium

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
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Typography: for A4

Title of the Document
or Cover Page.

Gizmo Regular
50pt - 50pt leading

Heading 1

Pull out quote: “Num ipsae ditaesc
imuscim evelis cus enimustibus essi sit
et volutetus dolupti orenditas maximol
ectorem.”

Quotes: “Num ipsae ditaesc imuscim evelis cus enimustibus
essi sit et volutetus dolupti orenditas maximol ectorem.”
Azo Sans Bold.
30pt - 34pt leading

Sub-heading 1
Sub-heading 2

Page numbers & labels

Body copy num ipsae ditaesc imuscim evelis cus enimustibus
essi sit et volutetus dolupti orenditas maximol ectorem.
Azo Sans Medium.
20pt - 24pt leading

Azo Sans Medium.
10pt - 14pt leading

Azo Sans Regular
8pt - 12 pt leading

• Bullet points
• Dem elique omnima veliquam rae offic te
– Oreces eosto est, sedipsuntur
• Os ea nonsequodi reperuptatin plandunt rem et
– Ceped qui bearupta qui idi derunt officiet
– Rerae num nia eum fuga. Nam conecus

Azo Sans italic.
16pt - 20pt leading

Azo Sans Italic.
10pt - 14pt leading

Azo Sans Regular.
10pt - 14pt leading

Azo Sans Regular.
10pt - 14pt leading
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Additional graphics

Eco Adventure & Nature

Sea & Beaches

Local Culture, People & Heritage

Romance & Weddings

Foreground environments
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Additional graphics: How to use

We have designated spaces for the additional graphics to sit.
The birds and butterflies sit above the ‘beyond ordinary’, either flying in the
space or sat on the ‘o’ of ‘Tobago’. The fish swim underneath the ‘beyond
ordinary’ and can interact with the descending letter. The flower and the
drums are meant to sit on or around the final descender of the ‘y’ in ‘ordinary’.

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
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Bars: Dark bars for print ads

The dark bars at the top and bottom help frame the print ads, and can help focus
the eye towards the intricate graphics. The bars should be the dark version of the
primary color used in the ad, and should be featured in all print media.

beyond ordinary...

...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago
...Explore the extraordinary Caribbean island.
Unspoilt, untouched, undiscovered Tobago

TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago

TobagoBeyond.com | #101ReasonsTobago

Full page magazine advert

Double page magazine advert
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Map: Vector drawing

The Tobago map has been drawn as a vector
so can be scaled to any size and can be either
transparent or in-filled with green.
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Map: Icons

We have created a library of icons to be used as part of the Branding,
they are mono colored and can be used as stand alone icons on a page,
website or on the map.

Airport

Bird Watching

Coffee
Plantation

Scuba Diving

Ferry

Swimming

Sailing

Snorkeling

Hospital

Kayaking

Mountain Biking

Nature Reserve

Popular Beach

Turtles

Waterfall

Horse Riding

Surfing

Fort

Golf

Wind Surfing

Goat Racing

Hiking
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101 Reasons Tobago

We use the hashtag #101ReasonsTobago as a means of identifying some of the
many unique reasons for visiting the unspoilt island of Tobago. These can range
from horse riding to hiking to watching goat racing, and more!
The #101ReasonsTobago is especially useful for syncing up messaging across
social media channels – e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn.
As we will be posting often and keeping these channels live with up-to-date
content, we will need to ensure that the branding and messaging are consistent
throughout. That is, the colors used in social media posts will need to match
the brand colors for each segment – e.g. Eco Adventure & Nature posts to use
green; Sea & Beaches to use blue; Local Culture, People & Heritage to use orange;
Romance & Weddings to use pink.
For example, here is an Instagram post of a boat sailing across the ocean, and as
this is classified under the Sea & Beaches segment, the text box for the post will be
blue to match.
The Gizmo Sans font can be used for the numbers as part of the overarching
#101ReasonsTobago campaign, but the title/descriptions for the posts will need
to be in the Azo Sans font for its legibility and usability.

#39 Beach Life

#39 Beach Life
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Digital Units

Digital units come in various sizes, so we’ve created a format to
fit everything we need into these!

Skyscraper

Double MPU

MPU

The primary graphics to be used are the silhouette heads with
the corresponding brand colors. For instance, the examples
shown here feature the Eco Adventure & Nature silhouette on a
green background. The head should always sit towards the left
hand side, and if the extended head is being used, it must be to
the edge.
Banner option 1

Depending on the space available, the ‘Tobago beyond ordinary’
logo sits on/inside the head with light type, or off/outside the
head with dark type.
The tag line/copy is set in Azo Sans in white, and sits
underneath and aligned with ‘beyond ordinary’.

Banner option 2

The CTA ‘TOBAGO BEYOND’ then sits below the tag line/copy,
or positioned towards the right hand side, depending on what
size the banner is.

Leaderboard
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Digital Units: Double MPU

Here is an example of an animated Double
MPU storyboard:
Frame 1
The Tobago Head appears along with the logo
Frame 2
The sub line starts to appear
Frame 3
Subline messaging animates to read:
“Explore the extraordinary unspoilt,
untouched, undiscovered”
Then the CTA appears.

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3
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Photography
Guidelines
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Photography guidelines: Landscapes

Capturing the natural Tobagonian
landscape is essential for showcasing
the island’s unspoilt, untouched and
undiscovered beauty.

These images work so well because they
do just that job and also add context. It’s
not just a beautiful canyon. It’s a beautiful
canyon with people herding animals across
the road, or a base camp for a trek.

Images from Alex Treadway
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Photography guidelines: Local People

The locals are who make Tobago what it is,
the local culture and day-to-day workings are
important to show. These image examples
show how you can really get a feel for the
local activities carried out within their own
environments.
All of these images show a story whether
that’s the woman preparing her fruit or farmer
walking through his field. And they have real
character about them.

Images from Alex Treadway
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Photography guidelines: Locals – working

The rich heritage, vibrant culture and relaxed
people of Tobago all add to the island’s unique
atmosphere.
Capturing shots of locals amidst their dayto-day activities is a great way to showcase
authenticity and vibrancy.
It’s also an opportunity to give visitors, who
haven’t yet had a chance to visit the island, a
way to see what life on the island is really like.

Images from Alex Treadway
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Photography guidelines: Tourists – enjoying the island

These are mostly shots of tourists taking part
in fun activities – capturing the energy and
excitement experienced in Tobago.

Images from Alex Treadway
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Licensed
Getty images
For the latest up-to-date images available, for collateral and advertising purposes,
please refer to the FTP site:
http://ftp2.gravitylondon.com
username: Tobago
password: T-BeyondOrdinary
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Licensed Getty images

Thumbnails of hero images to be placed here
once approved by client.
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